[24-Hour arterial pressure variability and 24-hour variability of pulse carries unidirectional character and is not associated with left ventricular hypertrophy (results of population study)].
Alternative prognostic interpretation of variability of arterial pressure (AP) and pulse seems contradictory if one considers classical conceptions of close physiological connection between AP and pulse. It is logical to expect that elevated variability of AP should be associated with elevated variability of pulse and vice versa. Within framework of the project EPOCH we examined a populational sample of inhabitants of Novosibirsk (129 men and 170 women) formed according to the family principle. Ambulatory 24-hour registration of AP and pulse was carried out with 15-30 minutes interval. Variability of AP turned out to be unidirectionally interconnected with variability of pulse and was not an independent marker of hypertrophy of the left ventricle but was associated with it at the account of concealed dependence on mean 24-hour AP. Cornell voltage index in persons with normal AP, "white coat" arterial hypertension (AH), "masked" AH was comparable and significantly lower than in subjects with sustained AH.